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SAN SAVINO™ by Marazzi USA – Ancient Rustic Concrete
Translated with Modern Industrial Vibe
Old-world concrete feel lends a slightly edgy, distinctly contemporary
touch to private and public spaces without the challenges
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SAN SAVINO – another phenom porcelain by Marazzi USA – elevates the timeworn character of old world
rustic concrete to a place of prestige in modern, urban settings. Dramatic shade gamuts and worn, gentled
edges combine with the authentic distress of stains and water discolorations, creating robust counterpoint for
contemporary furnishings and spaces.
Big, bold planks and squares in 12"x24", 18"x36" and 20"x20" formats leverage three dynamic natural shade
ranges of beige, charcoal and grey to recreate authentic concrete colorplays and patterns. The direction rests
in your hands. Begin the self-expression inside the home and transition to outdoor living areas or begin with
exterior walkways and gathering spots, then move indoors to hospitality venues. Mesh-mounted 2"x2" mosaics
lend additional design opportunity and flair since they can be used as full 12"x12" sheets or cut into smaller
squares or strips. Add the perfect finishing touch to any installation with bullnose, cove base and out angle
trims.
No longer just an industrial product, concrete items are currently impacting interior/exterior landscapes in varied
ways. With SAN SAVINO, many attributes of the porcelain rendition surpass the inspiration material. Create
the on-trend impression of concrete without the challenges. Installation on floors, walls, and countertops (both
indoors and out) is simpler; no sealing or coloring is required; weight loads are less; lower porosity challenges
allergen and mold formation.
Environmentally and user friendly, SAN SAVINO contains 21% recycled content, emits no harmful VOCs, has
a low life cycle cost, meets DCOF Minimum 0.42 Wet for slip resistance and requires no strong chemicals to
clean.
###

About Marazzi
Marazzi has a strong presence in the tradition of tile manufacturing. Marazzi USA has been domestically producing tile
at the Sunnyvale, Texas facility for over 30 years. In addition, a manufacturing plant in Florence, Alabama as well as a
second plant in Sunnyvale produce highly durable and aesthetically-pleasing porcelain tile.
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